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Exercise 9: Read the descriptions of the hardware components and answer the questions.
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DrawFng algorithm

UVhat is an ajgorithm? A series of instructions to complete a task.

Whatsthepointofthlstask?Youwill create adrawfngalgorithmforyourpeersotheycandrawthe

intended picture, Youwill understsnd that instructions need to beveryclearand thatjustbecauseit'sclear
to you, doesn't mean it's clear to the drawer.

PROGRAMMING KEY

Move One Square Forward

t
^

c"
^l

Move One Square Backwarci

Move One Square Up

MDW One Square Down

Change (o Next Color

Fl 11-1n Square with Cotof

The key on the left is what you'll use ta create the algorithm.

Forexample:

"Muife ane squaw fcrwnfd. More onc i<ua/B /orwai/ff, fil/Mf) .ililuaw witti coiai'"

woulcf be communicated as:

--^

Afutlexampleisgivenbelowofan image t0 draw, the plain-English algorithm, and thealgorithm in

symbols.

-^-(
"step fo-rward, filt-in, step fwward, next row, "<—-<—

baA. back, t^, -<. -^.
till-ln. step forward, step forward, flll-tn, next row,

bach,back,
- "^

step forward, flfhln, step forward" —*"(^ -+"

Write th& algorlthm insvmfaolsforthisdrawjngincfependentlyorworkmg in

a pair.

Yourturn)

HouroFCode @ WSO

Now think about making the code a little shorter, What could you replace "bach,
back, bach, back, back"

with?

Poss!b!y <r 6

You can use steps lihe these to make the algorithm shorter so it's easier to resd and also takes up less
space.

Re-write the algorithm you wrote for the above jmage to show

Keep goingt

Now write an afgorithm in symbols to get your pair to draw exartly the images bdow:



Graphic Design

Tribe Day 3

The difference between serif and sans serif fonts have a huge impact on designs.

Below are examples of serif fonts:
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GREGOR MENDEL was born on July 22nd' 1822, in Heizendorf, Austria.
Growing up was a hardship; his parents were farmers and did not have a lot of
money. Mendel decided to join a monastery in order to find a better life for
himself.

Mendel attended the University ofVienna to acquire an
education. It was there that Mendel was introduced to a
biologist by the name of Frank Unger. Mendel was
impressed with Unger because he had a practical view of
inheritance, rather than the traditional spiritual view.

Mendel, growing up on a farm, had a background in botany
and wanted to experiment with Unger's ideas using plants.
He had to ask to do this very carefully, though, because
(usually monks were not allowed to study or teach biology.

'"It took about two years until Mendel finally began
experimenting with variation, heredity and evolution in

plants. He chose to study in detail the common garden pea, which he grew in the
monastery garden

Between 1856 and 1863 Mendel grew, cared for, and tested nearly 30,000 pea
plants. In doing this, he paid special attention to seven traits such as: shape of
seed, color ofseed, tall stemmed and short-stemmed plants, as well as flower
color. Mendel worked on this for several years, carefully self-pollinating the pea
plants, as well as covering each individual plant to prevent accidental pollination
by insects.

Mendel's work made way for present day genetics. The patterns of inheritance of
various traits that he discovered lead to two generalizations that became known
as the laws of heredity, they are: dominance, for a trait that shows up in an
offspring; and recessiveness for a trait masked by a dominant gene.

In 1866 Mendel published his findings on heredity in the Journal ofthe Bruno
Natural History Society. Unfortunately, his publication t had absolutely no
impact on the scientific world (at least in 1866). Mendel's findings were too
complex, even by the most influential scientists did not understand his work! He
did make some attempt to contact scientists in other countries, by work but
because he was an unknown monk, no one seemed to care. Two years after
Mendel had published his paper he was elected abbot of the monastery. His
work collected dust for about 34 years before anyone reviewed it. It is rumored
that Charles Darwin bought a copy, but then never even opened it. One fellow
botanist by the name of Carl von Nageli actually advised Mendel to forget about
his work, claiming that it was of little importance. Mendel died in 1884.

In the early 1920s and early 1930s the full significance of Mendel's work was
finally recognized -and specifically related to the evolutionary theory. All
because of Mendel's years of research in population genetics, investigators were
able to demonstrate that Darwin's theory of evolution could be described in terms
of the change in gene frequency in a population over successive generations.
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How are you doing

CCreate advertisements)

More Recent Activity

This facebook page was created by:
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Directions: Read the assigned mini-biography about the scientist of
your choice.
Gain as many details as possible so that you can accurately design a
facebook page for your scientist.

Please see the grading rubric below to see what is expected:

Total Points (outofZO):

3 points 2 points Ipoint O points
Cover photo Cover photo

represents something
that would interest
the scientist; it is
original, creative and
detailed.

Cover photo
represents
something that
would interest the
scientist and is
somewhat creative
and detailed.

Cover photo
represents the
scientist, but is not
creative, detailed,
or original.

Cover photo is not
relevant, or cover
photo is not
finished.

Profile
Photo

Profile photo is done
with effort and it is
clear which scientist
the profile photo
represents.

Profile photo mostly
represents the
scientist; effort was
put forth.

Profile photo may
be unclear as to
whom it
represents; effort
is lacking.

Profile photo is
missing or lacks
detail and effort.

About Box

(work,
studies,
location,
birthday)

AIl information is
present and
accurate.

Some information
is missing or
inaccurate.

Most information
is missing or
inaccurate.

Status
update

Status update is
original, creative and
relevant to the
scientist.

Status update is
relevant and
somewhat creative,
but not original.

Status update is
lacking creativity
or may not be
relevant.

Status update is
missing or lacking
in originality,
creativity and
relevance.

Create an ad TWO original and
relevant ads with
pictures and captions

Ads may be missing
a picture or caption.
Or one ad is missing.

Ads are not
relevant or
creative.

Ads are not
relevant, creative,
and
pictures/captions
misslng.

Recent
activities
(recent"likes",

recent
friends, etc.)

Two recent activities
are listed and they
are creative, original,
and relevant.

Recent activity is
somewhat creative
and original. Recent
activity is relevant.
m

Recent activity is
not somewhat
relevant,
somewhat
creative; or only 1
is listed.

Recent activity is
notrelevantor
creative, or 1 or
more recent
activities

Friends 4 friends are
pictured- friends are
relevant (if 4 friends
are not mentioned in
article get creative ©

4 friends are
pictures but 1 or 2
friends may not be
relevant.

Some friends
missmg; or none
ofthe 4friends are
relevant.

Most or all friends
missing and none
relevant.
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Seven Minutes of Terror," Eight Years of
Ingenuity

by ReadWorks

"Sometimes when we look at it, it looks crazy," remarked Adam Steltzner, an engineer who works for
the National Aeronautics and Space Administration-known more commonly to the world as NASA.
"It is the result of reasoned engineering thought. But it still looks crazy."

In a video story entitled "Seven Minutes ofTerror," Steltzner was joined on camera by an eloquent
cast of entry-descent-landing engineers (or

"EDL Engineers"). Working from the Jet Propulsion
Laboratory (JPL) in California, their team introduced the world to one ofthe most daring, inventive
feats of engineering the world had ever witnessed: the pinpoint landing of NASA's Curiosity rover on
Mars.

The seven minutes explored in that story-and experienced by the world in early August 2012-took
place after seven years of engineering, one year of space flight, and countless hours of collaboration
on the perfect landing. Dubbed the Mars Science Laboratory ("MSL"), this mission brought together
more than 7,000 people, working in organizations from all over the world, to accomplish its goals.
MSL is one ofthe greatest technological accomplishments of human history.

The most impressive thing about MSL is that no mission this ambitious had ever been attempted in
the past. The landing presented problems that could not be compared directly to anything done
before. But thanks to the rigorous work of hundreds of engineers, NASA ended up making a new
mark on Mars.

The Launch

The MSL launch took place on November 26, 2011 . Blastinq from the Earth at a speed of 1 2,582
ReadWorks.org ©2013 ReadWorks®,Inc. All rights reserved.
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miles per hour, the rockets that broke free of Earth's orbit and sent the Mars-bound spacecraft with
the rover on its way were the most routine part ofthe mission. For decades NASA has specialized in
space launches, drawing on some of the brightest minds on the planet to determine what it takes to
bring a spacecraft to the stars.

Planning the rover's trip to the red planet (Mars's nickname, due to its color)-a voyage lasting about
36 weeks at maximum cruise velocity-was also not exactly a new challenge for engineers working
on the MSL mission. NASA had already landed two rovers, named "Spirit" and "Opportunity," on the
surface ofthe red planet. Based on the principles ofastronomy, the launch engineers at JPL had very
precise requirements for making the journey from Earth to Mars.

The key to these requirements was an understanding of orbits. Although Mars is significantly farther
from the sun than Earth, both planets orbit the same star. Their distance from each other changes
during each cycle, but Earth comes into alignment with Mars once every 26 months-"lapping" it in a
perpetual race around the sun. Observing this pattern, astronomers can work with engineers to
pinpoint the optimal month, day, and time for a spacecraft to leave Earth on a speedy one-way trip.

Drawing on centuries of knowledge of the laws of physics, scientists designed rockets and a
spacecraft to accommodate Curiosity. Years ofcalculation, construction, careful planning and
computer modeling resulted in a vessel that cruised purposefully through space, reaching the orbit of
Mars atjust the right time to attempt a landing.

Through it all, the margin for error was nearly non-existent. The movement of interplanetary bodies in
space is much more demanding than the movement of cars on a highway, or even airplanes in the
stratosphere. Miscalculating a vector or failing to account for any aspect ofthe orbits could lead to a
$2 billion failure.

Fortunately, NASA had taken on this challenge before. Its engineers had both the experience and the
tenacity to succeed again. What came after the launch was a different story.

The Landing

Spirit and Opportunity, the two NASA rovers that landed on Mars in 2004,used a combination of
parachutes, rockets, and hi-tech airbags to protect themselves. Much like launch and spaceflight,
each step ofthe landing sequence was planned and simulated to the very last detail. Learning from a
prior Mars mission, EDL engineers were able to recreate some of the same maneuvers used in that
sequence.

Unfortunately, the specific requirements of MSL made it difficult to depend on past experience. While
NASA had constructed the biggest supersonic parachute ever made, parachuting was far from
enough. Since the atmosphere ofMars is 100 times thinnerthan the atmosphere of Earth, the
parachute alone could not reduce the speed ofdescent past 200 miles per hour-a breakneck speed
that would surely damage Curiosity upon landing.

Curiosity outweighed any earlier rover and contained over 150 pounds of sensitive scientific devices,
so an airbag solution was ruled out. Instead, EDL engineers designed a maneuver that would allow
the entry capsule to turn sharply and activate powerful rockets to finish the job. Once this maneuver
was complete, the capsule could attempt a vertical landing.

ReadWorks.org ©2013ReadWorks®,Inc. All rights reserved.
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Successfully executing the switch from a parachute entry to a controlled, rocket-fueled descent was a
feat that could have gone wrong at any moment. Still, even this was not enough to succeed. Once the
parachute was cut, and a full radar system was online to guide Curiosity to the surface, the force from
the rockets could kick up so much dust that the dust itselfwould damage the rover.

Eternally thinking one step ahead, EDL engineers designed a device called a "sky crane" to complete
the final step ofthe landing sequence. When the sky crane was 20 feet above Martian soil, it lowered
Curiosity onto the surface with a set of cables.

Moving from 13,000 miles per hour to zero miles per hour in just seven minutes, Curiosity finally
touched down. The capsule, with all rockets still firing, blasted back into the sky and crash-landed
elsewhere on the planet. The landing was a success.

The Ongoing Mission

NASA states that the MSL mission "is
part of NASA's Mars Exploration Program, a long-term effort of

robotic exploration of the red planet." The most popular inquiry is whether Mars may have supported
life at any point in its long history. The search for these signs, however, is one piece of a much
greater picture.

The mission has eight scientific objectives, each one broken into specific goals and all coming
together to form a more detailed understanding of all things Mars. Curiosity, a rover the size of a
station wagon, contains advanced instruments that help it probe, sample, record, and analyze its way
through Martian terrain. NASA is preparing for the next space flight to Mars by collecting evidence on
the biological, geological, chemical, and radiological profile ofthe red planet. Another rover mission,
building on thework ofCuriosity, is planned to launch in 2020.

Ultimately, scientists hope to learn enough about Mars to bring human beings to the surface for a
manned researeh mission. Some, working with entrepreneur Elon Musk, are even devising a plan to
colonize the planet by 2030. Skeptics debate whether or not such a seemingly outrageous idea could
ever be made into reality

Looking back at NASA's solutions to the greattechnical challenge ofthe Curiosity landing, it's hard to
feel too skeptical about humankind's ability to reach for the stars.

ReadWorks.org ©2013 ReadWorks®,Inc. All rights reserved.
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Name: Date:

1. What is Curiosity?

A. a parachute used to land on Mars

B. another name for the National Aeronautics and Space Administration

C. a space rover that landed on Mars

D a video made by NASA engineers

2. What sequence of events is described in this passage?

A. the sequence of events that led to Opportunity landing on Mars

B. the sequence ofevents that led to Curiosity landing on Mars

C. the sequence of events that led to the creation of NASA

D. the sequence of events that will need to take place for Mars to be colonized

3. In order to land on Mars, Curiosity had to use a parachute, rockets, and a sky crane.

What can be concluded from this information?

A. Landing on Mars is a simple process.

B. Landing on Mars is a complicated process.

C. Landing on Mars is a waste of time.

D. Landing on Mars in the future is unrealistic.

4. What helped make the Mars Science Laboratory mission successful?

A. one person working by himselffor decades

B. two countries competing with each other

C. a lot of people working together for years

D. hi-tech airbags first used in 2004

5. What is this passage mainly about?

A. a mission to Mars

B. life on Mars

C. what being an engineer is like

D. the history of NASA

ReadWorks.org ©2017 ReadWorks®,Inc. All rights reserved.
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6. Read the following sentence: "The mission has eight scientific objectives, each one

broken into specific goals and all coming together to form a more detailed understanding

ofall things Mars."

What does the word "mission" mean?

A. a problem that develops when people do not prepare for something as much as they
should

B. a short period oftime when people feel extremely nervous about something

C. the movement of interplanetary bodies

D. an important task to be carried out by a person or group of people

7. Choose the answer that best completes the sentence below.

, it landed on Mars.Engineers spent years getting Curiosity ready;

A. finally

B. however

C. third

D.such as

8. Describe the video story "Seven Minutes of Terror."

9. Which seven minutes of terror does the video's title refer to? Support your answer

with evidence from the passage.

10. Why might the engineers who worked on Curiosity have felt terror as they watched it

land? Support your answer with evidence from the passage.

ReadWorks.org ©2017 ReadWorks®,Inc. All rights resen/ed.
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When the Empire State Building Was New

When the Empire State Building Was New
by W.M. Akers

'f-i-

Today, New York's Empire State Building is one of the most famous structures in the world, It stands
hundreds offeet taller than the skyscrapers that surround it, and is visible from far away in New
Jersey and Long Island. But if isn't the tallest building in the world. In fact, since the recent completion
of One World Trade Center, it isn't even the tallest building in New York City!

But when the Empire State Building was constructed, it was more than just another skyscraper. It was
the tallest, most remarkable building on the earth-and it stayed that way for close to forty years. To
understand what people thought about the Empire State Building when it was first constructed, we
can look at original newspaper reports from The New York Times. These are called primary sources,
because they were written by people who witnessed history first-hand. With these New York Times
reports, we can see the building through the eyes of the past, and perhaps have a chance to

appreciate this most famous skyscraper as though it were new.

ReadWorks.org - ©2013ReadWorlts®,Inc.AII righfs reser/ed,
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The Empire State Building was built at the site of the famous Waldorf-Astoria Hotel, a lavish structure
that, by 1929, was no longer up to the demands of the modern world. A corporation headed by former
New York governor Alfred E. Smith proposed to build an office'building there-notjust any office
building, but the greatest in the world. At this time, there was fiercs competition to see who could
build the tallest building on the earth. The nearby Chrysler Building was set to claim the title, but
Smith and his company wanted to steal it from them, by building something so big that it would be

years before anyone could top it.

There was just one little problem: the Great Depression. The stock market crashed at the end of
1929, destroying banks, emptying savings accounts and leaving millions out ofwork. But the men
behind the Empire State Building would not be stapped. They finished tearing down the old Waldorf-
Astoria by the beginning of 1930, and on March 17-St. Patrick's Day-the work on the skyscraper
began.

"Time was an essential element," wrote Smith, to complete "the
greatest structural accomplishment"

the city had ever seen.

Because height was of the utmost importance, the building was designed from the top down. At the
very top would be a "dirigible mooring mast." A dirigible is a kind of giant blimp, built to fly across the
Atlantic Ocean in the days before jets. Although now that may seem silly, at the time, dirigibles were
cutting edge technology, and the mooring mast, according to Smith, was "a logical development of
this day of air transportation." Moreover, the 200-foot mast would allow the building to solidly surpass
the Chrysler Building in height.

The mooring mast was planned to reach nearly 1,300 feet above Fifth Avenue. Below that was the
building-as wide as a city block on the first floor, but narrower as it went up. The places where it got
narrower are called "setbacks," and they started at the sixth floor, a design the architects said, "will

save space and assure light and air to neighbors."

"We believe we have solved the problem of light and air in congested districts," said Mr. Smith.

Construction began on the bottom floors even bsfore the designs for the top floors had been finalized.
Once it started, it went fast. T7mes reporter C. G. Poore described the process as "a chase up into the
sky, with the steel workers going first and all the other trades following madly after them." To illustrate
this, Poore produced

"some staggering figures":

The building of the skyscraper represents an investment of $50,000,000 and all other figures are in

proportion. More than 50,000 tons ofsteel, 10,000,000 bricks, and 200,000 cubic feet ofstone will be
used before the frame is completed. There will be seventy-five miles ofwater mains and 2,000,000
feet of electric light and power wiring...More than 3,000 men are daily at work...Among them are 225
carpenters, 290 bricklayers, 384 brick laborers, 328 arch laborers, 107 derrick men.

Each day, those men walked to work past long unemployment lines, which reminded them how lucky
they were to have such well-paying jobs. Building the Empire State Building was a dangerous job,
performed without hardhats, harnesses, or any of the safety equipment required today. Imagine
walking out on a narrow steel beam, 1,000 feet above the street, and then having to work up there all
day!

On each floor, Poore tells us, there was "a miniature railway system," to haul the steel, wood and

ReadWorks.org " ©2013ReadWorks®.Inc. All rights resen/ed.
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marble brought up from street level. And to keep the men from having to go all the way down to eat
lunch, there were "restaurants at various levels of the building" designed for the workers. At night,
when the bosses went home, the workers could relax. They would pick a specific floor of the building
and throw a party-laughing and having fun, knowing that they were higher above the city than any of
the richest men in town.

The building was finished in just over a year. Of all the words written afterwards, perhaps the most
interesting come from Mrs. Alice Liddell Hargreaves, an elderly English woman who visited the tower
soon after its completion. Sevsnty years earlier, Mrs. Hargreaves had known a quiet country pastor
named Lewis Carroll, who used her as the inspiration for his most famous book: Alice's Adventures in
Wonderland. Now much older than the character she inspired, Mrs. Hargreaves "seemed almost as
excited with her newest adventures in the wonderland of New York."

The Empire State Building, she said, was "just like the tumble down [the] rabbit hole."

ReadWorks.org " ©2013 ReadWorks®.fnc. Al( rights resen/ed.
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Name: Date:

1. Which ofthe following statements is true about the Empire State Building when it was

built?

A. Itwas the tallest building in London.

B. It was the tallest building on earth.

C. It was the first building built in New York City.

D. 11 was the only building made out of steel.

2. The passage explains the sequence of events that led to the completion of the Empire

State Building. According to the passage, what happened after construction was started on

the Empire State Building?

A. The Great Depression started.

B. The Chrysler Building was completed.

C. The Waldorf-Astoria Hotel was torn down.

D. The design for the top floors was finalized.

3. Working on the Empire State Building was a dangerous job.

Which evidence from the text best supports this conctusion?

A. There were restaurants at various levels of the building designed for the workers.

B. The workers were well paid.

C. The workers would throw a party at night when the bosses went home.

D. The men worked on narrow beams 1,000 feet above the street.

4. The Empire State Building was built during the Great Depression. Why might this have

been a problem?

A. It might have been more difficult to find enough workers to build the Empire State Building
during the Great Depression.

B. It might have been more difficult to find a location to build the Empire State Building during
the Great Depression.

C. It might have been more difficult to find enough money to build the Empire State Building
during the Great Depression.

D. It might have been more difficult to find enough steel to build the Empire State Building
during Ihe Great Depression.

ReadWorks.org " ©2017ReadWorks®,inc. All rights resen/ed.
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5. What is the passage mainly about?

A. New York City in the 1930s

B. how to build skyscrapers safely

C. the tallest buildings in the world today

D. the construction of the Empire State Building

6. Why did the author most likely include Mrs. Alice Liddell Hargreaves's quote about the

Empire State Building in the passage?

A. to prove the point that the Empire State Building was not very impressive when it was built

B. to show that the English were more impressed by the Empire State Building than
Americans were

C. to provide the perspective of someone who had seen the Empire State Building when it
was new

D. to make the reader think about Lewis Carroll's book,/l//ce's Adventures in Wonderland

lost the ability

7. Choose the answer that best completes the sentence below.

Even though there are taller buildings now, the Empire State Building

to amaze.

A. for example

B. in closing

C.never

D.so

8. What time period does most ofthe information in the article come from?

9. "Each day, those men walked to work past long unemployment lines, which reminded

them how lucky they were to have such well-paying jobs."

What conclusions about the Great Depression can you drawfrom this evidence?

10. The Empire State Building would have been impressive if it were built at any time. What

about the time period in which it was built made it even more impressive? Use information

from the passage to support your answer.

ReadWorKs-org " ©2017 ReadWorks®,Inc. All rights resen/ed.
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DlSCOVER

How Does the Universe Cxpand?

1. Use a marker to put 10 dots on an empty
balloon. The dots represent galaxies. ,

2. Blow up the balloon. What happens to the
distances between galaxies that are close
together? Calaxies that are far apart?

"""""""""""""""""".

Think it Over
Infening tf the universe is expanding, do

galaxies that are close together move apart
faster or slower than galaxies that are far
apart?

1 heAndromeda Galaxy is the most distant object you can see
with your unaided eyes. Light from this galaxyhas traveled
for 2 iniUion yeais before reaching your eyes. When that

ight finaUy reaches your eye, you are seeing what the galaxy looked
ike 2 iruUion years ago. It is as though you are lookmg back in tiine.

Astronomers have photographed galaxies that are billions of
ight-years away. Light from these galaxies traveled for biUions
"fyeaisbefore it reached telescopes on Earth. From these obser-
'ations, astronomers have inferred that the universe is incredi-
ily old—biUionsofyears old.

kloving Calaxies
'o study how and when the universe formed, astronomers use
uformation about how galaxies are moving. Astron-
imers can measure how far away different
alaxies are. By examining the spectrum of
galaxy, astronomers can teU how fast

he galaxy is moving and whether it is
.loving toward our galaxy or away
'om it. Only a few nearby galaxies
re moviag toward our galaxy. AU
f the other galaxies are moving
ivay from our galaxy.

In the 1920s, Edwin Hubble, an
jnerican astronomer, discovered
lat the farther vwvf a galaxy is
"om us, the faster it is moving away
"om us. The Hubble Space Telescope
'as named after Hubble in honor ofthis
ad other important discoveries.

-GWDE FORREADING

^ How did the unwerse form?

^ How did the solar system
form?

II

Tip Before you read,
write down what you have
already heard about the big
bang theoiy. Then read how
the theory explains the hi5tory
ofthe unlverse.

VGalaxies photographed by
the Hubble Space

Telescope

Chapter3 J " 121



Figure 18 The galaxies in the
expanding universe are like the
raisins in rising bread dough.
Maklng Models How does rising
raisin bread dough model the
expanding universe?

Figure19 All of the distant
galaxies astronomers have observed
are moving away from our galaxy.

To understand how the galaxies are moving, think of raisi
bread dough that is rising, If you could shrink yourself to sit 01
a raisin, you would see all the other raisins moving away froas
you as the bread dough rose. The farther away a raisin was froii^
you, the faster it would move away, because there would be more
bread dough to expand between you and the raisin. No inatteij
which raisin you sat on, all the other raisins would seem to be|
moving away from you. Ybu could tell that the bread dough wa|
expanding by watching the other raisins.

The universe is like the raisin bread dough. The galaxies
the universe, like the raisins in the dough, are moving away froal
each other. In the universe it is space that is expandmg, like thej
dough between the raisins.

oa4

To understand how the galaxies moved in the past, imagine yos
could run time backward. All of the galaxies would thea
be moving together instead ofapart. AU ofthe matter in the uiii|
verse would eventually come together at a single point. At tha|
time, biUions of years ago, the universe was small, hot, aD(
dense. The universe then exploded in what astronomers call
big bang.

According to the big bang theory, the uiiiverse fornied i^
an enonnous explosion about 10 to 15 biUionyears ago. Sinc
the big bang, the universe has been expanding rapidly. Because
of the big bang, the universe is biUions of times larger than it
biIUons ofyears ago. To understand this change in size, picture
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A cloud of qas and dust
forrr.cd a 'ipinnincj disk.

Gas in the cc-nter of the disk
collapsed to form the sun

's&a

The reniaining gas and dust
formed the picinets.

Tl-ic solar svstem incfLides the
sun, planets. and belts

or rocK. icc
^nd dust,

Figure 20 The solar system formed from a collapsing doud of gas and dust.

tiny pea. Pretend you can blow it up to be as big as Earth. You would
be mflating the pea by about a billion times. Like the pea, the uni-
verse in which you live was once very small. The universe has
beea growing rapidly ever since the big bang. Astronomers have
concluded that the galaxies are moving away from each other as
a residt ofthe big bang.

Since astronomers know approximately how fast the universe
is expanding now, they can infer how long it has been expand-
ing. Astronomers estimate that the universe has been expandmg
for 10 billion to 15 biUion years.

^^&«s^»istCWhich way are most galaxies moving relative to
each other?

After the big bang, matter in the universe separated into galaxies.
Gas and dust spread throughout space m our galaxy. Where the
solar system is now, there was only cold, dark gas and dust.

About five billion years ago, a giant cloud of gas and dust,
or nebula, collapsed to form the solar systein. Slowly the nebula
shrank to form a spinning disk. As gravity puUed some of the

gas into the center of the disk, the gas became hot and dense
enough for nuclear fusion to begin. The sun was born.
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Figure 21 This engineer is
checking data from the Hubble
Space Tetescope. The telescope can
be controlled from thls room.

Elsewhere in the disk, gas and dust formed solid sphert
smaUer than the sun. The spheres closest to the sun lost most
their gases and became the inner planets Mercury, Venus,
and Mars. The spheres farthest from the sun became the gas gis
Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus, and Neptune. Between the inner planef
and the gas giants, the asteroids formed. Beyond the gas giants,
huge cloud of ice and other substances fonned. This cloud is pro^
ably the main source of comets. Pluto also formed ui this regioi

What wiU happen to the universe in the future? One pos
bility is that the universe vriU continue to expand, as it:
doing now. AU of the stars witl eventuaUy run out of fuel,
bum out, and the universe wiU be cold and dark. Anothe
possibility is that the force of gravity wiU begin to pull
galaries back together. The result wiU be a reverse big bang
or big crunch. AU of the matter in the universe will
crushed mto an enormous black hole.

Which ofthese possibilities is more Kkely? The aiiswa
depends on how strong the total force of gravity pulling i

galaxies together is. This force depends on the total mass i
the universe. It is very difficult for astronomers to es1
this mass because much of it is in the form of partides
do not give off electromagnetic radiation. The evidence:
far suggests that the total mass of the umverse is not gre
enough to puU the galaxies back together again. Howeve
more research needs to be done to solve this problem..

Astronomy is one ofthe oldest sciences, but there
stUl many discoveries to be made and puzzles to be soh
about this universe of ours!

1. What was the big bang?
2. Describe how the solar system formed.
3. What observations show that the universe

is expanding?

4. Thinking Critically Infers-Sng What
can astronomers infer from the fact that
other galaxies are moving away from ours?

f\^5\^^ c^oe^^o^s
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FFA Creed Worksheet
Name:

Objective; Unscramble the scrambled words and fill in the blank

I betieve in the future of carqiltureeu, with a bom

not of butof .- achievements won by stpa

generations of _; in the of better

through better ., even as the better things we now .joen

have come to us from the qqtsuelr of former years.

I betieve that to and on a good farm, or to be

engaged in other luuarrQitlc pursuits, is pleasant as well as

.; for I know the and discomforts of

life and hotd an ionnbr fondness for those

ssaaoioincts which, even in hours of I cannot

deny

I believe in deerpiashl from and

from others. I believe in my own ability to work

and think .; with such eeqowknld and skill as I can



s

secure, in the ability of

to serve our own and the public interest in and

the product of our Itio.

I believe in less eeeddnnpc on and more

in bargaining; in the life abundant and enough

to make it so—forothers as well as

Ifmeys; in less need for and more of it when needed; in

being .myself and playing with those whose

ppiaenhss deponds upon me.

I believe that uuaiertqcl can and will hold true to

the best of our ioantaln life and that I can exert an

in my home and which will stand solid

for my part in that task.

The creed was written by and adopted at

the National Convention of the FFA. It was

atthe Convention and the 63 rd


